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A novel set of building thermal regulations is presented. This is the first set of thennal reg
ulations ever drafted in Portugal, where the climate is mild both in winter and surrmer I as is . 
characteristic of Mediterranean climates. 

'This set of regulations is only concerned with the building envelope, aired at creating 
natural indoor environments in the buildings that might be acceptable to their occupants year 
round. Heating needs should be low and air-conditioning systems should be avoided in most 
cases as a result of the applications of these regulations. 

Maximum target nominal heating and cooling needs are established, as well as individual 
maximillll U-values and minimum shading coefficients. 

In addition to a detailed description of this set of regulations, there is also a thorough 
discussion of the constraints and objectives that guided the formulation of these regulations. 

=IlODOCTION 

When designing a new set of building thermal regulations, a number of factors should be taken 
into account. In Portugal, three are pararrount: 

first, the set of regulations should lead to progress. 'It> achieve this, it is necessary 
to have a clear picture of the technological status of the building industry, both 
nationally and regionally; 

second, the climate has a major influence upon buildings, both in the tecl:mologies that 
are used and in the habits of its occupants. 'The way people live and how they use build
ings have a strong impact t1pJn architecture and building materials, glazings, etc., with 
all their inherent thermal consequences; 

third, it is necessary to clearly set the goals of the regulations in tenns of energy, 
occupant comfort, and quality of construction. I:efin:ing the goals of a set of new reg
ulatior:s depends on many variables, e. g., the socio-€conornic ron sequences of the new 
requirements and the tecl:mical constraints placed upon the new construction. If the 
goals are too arnbi tious, the_ new regulations may have to be abandoned soon afterward; if 
they are too rrodest, the regulations may be rreaningless and it may not be worthwhile to 
upset the existing balance. 

Portugal has been studying its first set of building thermal regulations for a few years, 
and these factors are even rrore important than if it were simply an upClate of an existing set 
of thermal regulations. In the following pages, there is a discussion of the constraints 
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placed upon such a set of regulations and the goals that were defined, and a s\.1llUllaIy of the 
basic requirerrents and nethod.ologies that VJere selected. 

CURRENT STATUS OF BUIWINGS IN PORl'UGIIL 

As in many other countries, nnst nodern buildings in Portugal have a concrete structure and an 
exterior envelo}:€ made of ceramic materials, such as is sho;,.m in Figure 1. 'IYPically, the 
walls are single-layered (about 20 em thick) in the wanrer, southern regions and double-layered 
(10-15 em thick, separated by a 5 ern air gap) in the colder, 'Wetter northern regions. As a 
result of a relatively mild climate, roth in winter and sl.ID1ITer (see Table 1), insulation was 
never used up to a fEM years ago, and only now is it starting,albeit rarely, to be used in 
selected better-quality buildings. 

Insulation is also consp:icuous1yabsent in reafs, which, except for a few terraces in large 
buildings, are lIDstly inclined and covered by ceramic tiles or sheets of asbestos-cerrent. Tra
ditionally, ceramic tiles are red, but other oolors, black in particular, are also J:eing used 
nOiJ for aesthetic reasons, with the corresponding 'WOrsening of the therrral characteristics of 
such roofs. 

This type of building, brought about by the industrialization of the last few decades, can 
be found in every COD1er of the country, regardless of the local climate. Although it is a 
small country, three different climatic zones, according to UEATC's criteria (UEATC 1966), can 
J::e fOlll1d in Portugal, as sha.vn in Figure 2. In the past, buildings presented sp~ific charac
teristics according to their climatic -zones - Figure 3 (E. de Oliveira FeD1andes et ale 1986): 
in the colder northern zones, buildings had larger, south-facing winda.r.r q:enings, mile in the 
warner southern zones, mere stnnrrers pose rrore proolems than winter, buildings had only small, 
well-shaded openings. l-breover, traditional buildings allover the country v.ere quite massive, 
rrore than those now being built; tcday's buildings rrostly use lighter, p2rforated bricks, while 
traditional buildings used solid, heavier ceramic bricks, granite, li.rrestone, etc., 'iNhatever 
natural materials "",re available locally. 

Due to the mild climate, there is no tradition of centralized heating or cooling systems 
in Portugal. Indeed, except in large nDdern offices or other similar building, where central
ized heating and oooling systems have been installed, only fireplaoes and small portable 
heaters are usually used by building occur:ants for terrperature control in winter. '!hus, for 
them to be canfortable, the building itself must be resJX>nsi ve to changes in t he outdoor cli
matic condition to keep the indoor environrrent within minimally acceptable limits. While this 
was reached, to a certain degree, in the regionally diverse traditional buildings, TOCJden1 build
ings are less responsive and, therefore, have IO\'Jer indoor terrperatures in winter and higher 
indoor terrperatures in S'l.1fTl[D2r. 'Ibis has led to either rrore disccxnfort or to higher energy 
consumption, both undesirable consequences of mcx:lem building construction trends. 

Parallel to this mainstream tendency and in the absence of any thennal regulations, other 
construction techniques, mich offer better or worse performance, abound. Of particular con:em 
are buildings with walls consisting of single layers of usinsulated conductive materials such 
as concrete or concrete blocks, v.ihich prcduce highly uncomfortable envirDnIIEIlts and rapidly 
deteriorate. 

Another IP.ajor problem in llDst buildings is the presence of thermal bridges. Figure 1 
clearly shows that a thermal bridge will occur near all the concrete elements of the £a9ades 
unless an exterior hom::>geneous layer with high thermal resistance is added to the existing 
envelq::.e. Since this is not current practice, thermal bridges occur in rrost buildings, leading 
to indoor condensation. '!his is aggravated by the lack of minimum ternpE:!rature control, i.e., 
lcrw indoor temperatures and high relative hrnnidities are common indoors, thus creating favorable 
conditions for condensation. Condensation often leads to mildew growth and degradation of 
building materials, with its irrplicit health and economic consequences. 

'Ihus, the situation can be characterized by the buildings not being adequate for the cli
mate. Since the climate is mild, a certain complacency has set in, leading to discomfort or to 
relatively high auxiliary energy needs for obtaining comfort conditions on a specific 
(kWh/m2 .degree-day) basis. 
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REGUIATICl'l OBJECTIVES 

Faced with the situation that was briefly summarized in the previous section, the major objec
tive of any set of regulations must be to improve the natural climatic response of the build
ings. 'Ihis 'VIiOuld have two major consequences: 

to increase the amolll1t of ti.Ire that comfortable indoor conditions can be naturally 
obtained in the buildings, both ill " •. .-:inter and in sumrreri and 

in doing so, keeping the tradition of not installing centralized auxiliary heating or 
cooling systems in buildings, and reducing the energy conslll'02d by the small portable 
units nOirV ill use. 

'Ibis objective must, hO'V.Bver, be reached within the £raI11f2,work of t'iNO irrlpJrtant constraints: 

Since. this is the first set of regulations to be drafted, there must not be a shock for 
the building industry. Although a step forward must be made, it emmot have large conse
quences upon construction costs or demand major technological changes, with all implica
tions upon skills required from available industry workers. Cost considerations are 
particularly important, as there is a current need for several hmlClred thousand new 
C1.w2llings and cost increases might upset the already strained balance retween current 
costs and the purchasing p<:::JV.er of the p::>pulation at large. 

The regulations should not be too rigid, i.e., they should allcw for a wide range of 
architectural and tedmical solutions. Indeed, it is through architecture, during the 
design phase, that inproved buildID.g thermal performance can later be reached. Building 
form and orientation, window selection and placerrent, and selection of the tn:e of 
envelq::e, to rrention just the llDst important factors, have a decisive influence up:m 
therrral perfor.m3l1ce and can l::.e selected with a rertain latitude during the design phase 
but cannot be changed easily once the building is already built. 

The regulations should thus have IlDre effects up::>n the design phase than on building 
construction techniques. An effort, hOW2ver, must be made to correct the most obvious defi
ciencies in current building construction techniques, narrely thermal bridge correction and lack 
of insulation mere it is IIDst useful, e.g., on roofs. 

Setting actual nUITErical requirerrents in the regulations is further complicated by the 
di£ficul ty in assigning an economic worth to cx:::cupant comfort. As there is little rrore than 
"potential energy savings" resulting from the conservation rreasur:es to te required, not "real 
savings" be'cause there is little consurrption now, a conventional cost-benefit analys_+s is not 
p::>ssible . 

Finally, a balance betv.Ben winter heating and SUlTiT/2r cooling must be carefully established. 
No Treasure that might cause overheating in sumrrer, even if it might have a positive contribution 
for heating in winter, should be encouraged. It is rrore inportant to avoid the need for surrJ[t'Er 
cooling systems, because the Portuguese climate in Sl.lIlUTer alil~'s for natural indoor temperature 
control menever internal loads are not too important. Indeed, as was shown in Table 1, 
natural nocturnal coolmg cross-ventilation is available rrost of the ti.ne, as daily low t~r
atures are below the 230C to 260:::: range aln:ost every day in Sl.1IIllT'er. I£ enough ITB.SS is provided 
and cooling loads are controlled within an acceptable magnitude, little or no discomfort will 
oc=. 

STRUCI'ORE OF THE AJX)PTED THERMAL REGlJ!ATIONS 

There are tIM:) main types of requirerrents that can be made in a set of building thennal regula
tions: 

either specific maximum limits are plared upon the therma.l transmittance or individual 
elem::mts o£ the envelope, e. g., walls, roofs, windows, etc., or 

a glObal target for admissible loads is established, allowing designers sorre leeway in 
selecting a particular solution for a particular building. 

Given the goals and constraints listed in the previous section, both approaches offered 
pJsitive and negative points: 
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specifying minimum requirenents for a number of individual building elenents ""uld allON 
for correction of the previously cited deficiencies in current building practices, such 
as thermal bridges, lack of rnsulation, etc., but it could lead to too much uniformity 
in building design; 

specifying a global target would allON the desired design flexibility and would be the 
rest means to prom::Jte imaginative and diverse architectural solutions, but might not 
resolve all the trouble spots in an envelq::e because sare might l:e relaxed through 
overcOllIp8I1sation in others. 

For this reason, a twofold approach was selected: two maximum global targets for nominal 
energy needs, one for the winter and another for the surnrrer, with which every building should 
be in compliance through any combination of architectural and technical solutions its designer 
chooses, provided that the therITL3.1 characteristics are within rather rermissible limits. 'Ihese 
limits only attempt to rule out the possibility of application of particularly bad solutions, 
which would, in all certainty, cause serious problems to the building or to its occupants. 

Each global target value was established on the basis of good acceptable current building 
practices, with corrections to avercorre the tvJo already cited major problems: therrral bridges 
and lack of insulation on the roof. The latter item was made mandatory for its lad cost, ease 
of installation, and positive thennal consequences. Insulation in all other parts of the 
envelope requires nore sophisticated and costly solutions and is, therefore, optional. 

WIN'IER REQU:rnEMENTS 

The target ~lue I i.e., the maxinrum nominal annual heating needs ~r m2 of useful floor area 
(NI - kMl/rn .yr) is defined by Equation 1: 

N =[1. 3 u,,Ay + Ut,At, 
I At 

+ Us.A.r + 0.34 h] (0.024). (DD) 

litlere: 

Av area of opaque walls (rn2) 

At, - area of the opaque roof plus peverrent in contact with outdoors (rn2) 

Aw - area of all glazed surfaces (rn2) 

Af - useful floor area (rn2) 

h floor to ceiling height (rn) 

DD - local degree-days, based on 15°C 

(1) 

Reference U-values for use in Equation 1 are defined far each part of the envelope accord
ing to the local climatic zone (as per Figure 2), as indicated in Table 2. 

Window U-values correspond to single glazing (U=5. 8 W/rn2Dc) for buildings occupied rrainly 
during day tirre hours Ie. g., offices and stores, and to single glazing with nocturnal protection 
by a roller blind (U=4.2 w/rn2oC) for those buildings with occupancy at night, e.g., residences, 
hotels and hospitals. Maximum allowable windON area (in the equation only) is 15% of the floor 
area. 

U-values are established on the basis of the predominant type of wall construction, i.e., 
they do not take thermal bridges into accOilllt. For this reason, an allawable corrective factor 
(1.3) is intrcx:luced into Equation 1, affecting the selected wall U-values. rrhis factor is 

based on a normal proportion of wall and concrete reams in a fa<;ade, and on a protective layer 
with a thermal resistance of 0.06 rn2 .OC;W (e.g., a layer of perforated bricks 25 to 40 rrm thick) 
covering the concrete beams. 

These requirements mean that any building designed with this set of construction specifica
tions will automatically be in compliance with the regulations. Other sets of building 
construction specifications or window areas can be selected as long as the corresponding nomi
nal annual heating needs (Nrc) do not exceed those defined by Equation 1. Nrc is calculated 
through a standard procedure in which envelope and infiltration losses as ~ll as useful solar 
gains, are taken into account. Envelor:;e and infiltration losses are calculated through conven-
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lional procedures, and tables of U-values for a variety of walls, roofs, and windows are provid
ed. Also provided is a set of thermal bridging corrective factors, ranging from 1 (complete 
insulation on the outside) to 2 (insulation placed in the gap of a double-cavity wall with no 
protective layer on the concrete beams and columns), VJhich must be chosen according to the 
actual selected construction technique. 

Useful solar gains area calculated through the concepts of vertical south-projected area 
(Balconb 1980) and solar utilization factor (see Figure 4) (Uyttenbrceck et al. 1986). Thus, a 
designer can take advantage of orientation, \\here possilile, to relax insulation requirements if 
enough solar gains are available. A minimum quality must, h~ver, re maintained; maximum 
permissible V-values are listed in Table 3. 

S~ REQUIREMENTS 

Similar to the winter requirerrents, a target value for nominal cooling needs J;er rn2 of useful 
floor area (Nv - k\\h/m2 .year) is also defined, as given by Equation 2: 

Ny ~ 0.36 (L1.3 I1Tv~, A" + I 11Th lit, Aql + 0.7_9 k,; .M (2) 

Af 

v.nere: 

I1Tv' 11'1h - allowable effective cooling-load tenperature differences (7 .5"'~ and 3~, respoc
lively, far zone V2; add 1.5~ for zone V3 and subtract 2.5~ for zone Vl). 

G - allo.-.ed effective solar gains (see Table 4) . 

M - average length of the local c(X)ling season (rronths), defined as the equivalent total clear 
sky p2rioo which "WOuld result in the sarre average incident radiation on a horizontal surface 
as during a whole average cooling season. 

The all~d solar gains ~ est.ablished on the basis of the average clear-sky accumulated 
solar heat gain factors (SHGF) from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., as calculated by ASHRI\E' s cum method 
(ASHRIIE 1985) (see Table 5), multiplied by a shading coefficient of about 0.12, 0.30, and 0.35, 
respectively, for buildings with loov, average, and high inertia. It is assurred that gains 
during the other half of the day are relIDved by free nocturnal cross-ventilation. 

The values of I1Tv and 11'1h were derived from ASHRI\E' s cum tables (ASHRAE 1985) (see Tables 
6 and 7) with the sarre criteria. 

The V-values are as defined for Equation 1, and the factor 0.7 affecting solar gains repre
sents the average shading effects upon the gross glazed area. 

Designers can select buildings with the reference characteristics and be automatically 
in complian02, or use any other set of solutions and prove that the nominal c(X)ling needs, 
calculated through a standard rrethod based on Tables 5 to 7, is equal to or lower than the 
value defined by Equation 2. Additional tables prcviding typical shading coefficients for 
various types of glazings are also provided. 

As it happens with the winter requirerrents, there is also a minimum quality" that must be 
net for surmer protection. In sumrrer, the major conCE!rn is the provision of shading to every 
glazing that dces not face north (NW-NE). .Maximurn shading coefficients are as listed in Table 
8, Le., no dark-colored internal shading is allov.:ed (if shading is external, there is no such 
limitation). Furtherrrore, if the building has a light inertia, only very lCM values of the 
shading o:::Jefficient are allQ'Wed, lNhich correspond to the best internal shading solutions only. 

CCNCLUSION 

'Ihe set of regulations that has just been described, like any other set of regulations, contains 
many corrpromises, in terms of both goals (or numerical values that 'i.r-,ere selected) and calcula
tion rrethcrls (which must be simple enough to be used by an average p2rson with a minimum of 
technical knCMledge and precise enough to yield meaningful results). T:he actual numerical goals 
that were set forth result from the experience of the committee members, on the basis of de
tailed surveys of the existing building stock, and of results from exp2rirrental buildings, 
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either by rreasurerrent or by simulation (Maldonado 1986; E. de Oliveira Fernandes and Maldonado 
1988; C. den Duden 1989). Only through future experienoe can data be gathered to evaluate its 
success in detail and make the necessary adjustements. 

r-Eanvmile, sorre conclusions can tentatively be drawn: 

While rrost existing regulations are focused only upon winter protection (Uyttenbrceck et 
al. 1986), these Portuguese regulations clearly aim at both winter and SUITlITEr protection. 
In mild climates, such as Mediterranean climates, and mich occur in selected parts of 
al.rrost every continent, it is fundarrental not to forget that, unless surnrrer protection 
is available, energy consumption for mechanical cooling will tend to increase as the 
population demands higher comfort levels along with improved purchasing pa..-.er. 

The use of naninal heating and cooling loads as target pararreters is particularly criti
cal in this type of region. While the calculated needs are never equal to the actual 
conslIDlption, even in severe climates, due to the influence of occupant usage patterns, 
the patterns of occupant use in regions with mild climates such as Portugal are very 
distinct fran the assumed thennostatic control. For example, in surrrner, air condi
tioning is not even evailable rrost of the tilre. But it is felt that the evaluation of 
a particular building on the basis of a nominal pattern of use yielda a good qualitative 
rreans of comparison and, as such, IInaninal needs" is a useful parameter for the purpose 
of regulations. It is, for example, the target pararreter that was selected for the 
proposed winter-based European Ccrmnunity Eurocode for the Rational Use of Energy in 
Buildings (Uyttenbroeck etal, 'l986) . 

It is hcped that this first version will be updated in three to five years, and possibly 
then expanded to include -more restrictive energy targets and to introduCE new elerrents such as 
infiltrration (and its dependanoe on the quality of window frarres in particular) and day
lighting. A corrpanion set of regulations on HVAC systems is also being prepared, which should 
closely follow the principles described in this report. 
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Table 1 - Characteristics of the Portuguese Climate 

Winter Climatic Zones 

II 12 

Heating Degree-Days* (oC) 400 800 

Dosign Temperature (oC) 3 0 

Available Solar Radiation (kWh/rn2)x 400 500 

Sl.lIt1f1Er Climatic Zones 

VI V2 

Dosign Temperature eC)+ 28 32 

Dosign-day arnpli tude (oC) 10 13 

Average Humidity (g/kg) 12 11 

Iengfuh cE- "coolmg, season" (months) 2 3 

* Base 15°C. 
+ Dofined on the basis of 97,5% of occurrence in a particular year. 
x Integrated value during the heating season. 

Table 2 - Reference U-values (w/rn2• °C) 

Climatic Zone 

1.4 1.2 

1.1 0.85 
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(DEA'1\: 1966) 

13 

1600 

-3 

700 

(UEA~ 1966) 

V3 

35 

16 

10 

4.5 

0.95 

0.75 



Clinatic Zone 

Building 
Thennal 
Inertia 

U::M* 

Average 

High+ 

• M<lOO kgjm2 

+ M> 300 kg/m2 

G* 

20 
Table 3 - Maximum Permissible U-values (w/ln • C) 

1.8 1.6 

1.25 1.0 

Table 4 - All""",d Effective Solar Gains (kWh/m2 .month) 

Clinatic 

Vl V2 

9 9 

22.5 22.5 

35 25 

Table 5 - Average M::mthly Solar Gains (klID/m2 .year) 

Zone 

Orientation 

N NE E SE s sw w 

26 37 67 75 67 83 77 

1.45 

0.9 

V3 

7.5 

18 

20 

NW Hor 

43 135 

* VRlues apply to average building inertia only. Multiply by 1.2 for lew inertia and by 0.9 
for high inertia. 
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N 
NE 
E 
SE 
S 
SW 
W 
NW 

Table 6 - Effective Cooling-Load Temperature Differences 
for Vertical Walls* (OC) 

Average 

5.5 3.5 
10.5 9 
12.5 10.5 
11.5 9.5 

8 6 
11.5 6.5 
10 7 

5 4.5 

* For zone Vl subtract 2.SoC and for zone V3 add 105°C. 

Color 

Light 

Dark 

* For zone subtract 

Building 
fuennal 
Inertia 

Low 
Average 
High 

Table 7 - Effective Cooling-Load Temperature Differences 
for Roofs* (oC) 

Terrace TerraCE with 
without susp.CEiling 

susp:mded = 
ceiling nonventilated 

inclined roof 

4 3 

11.5 10 

2.50C and for zone V3 add 1.5OC 

Table 8 - Ma>cLmum Allowable Shading Coefficients 

Climatic Zone 

Vl V2 

0.15 0.15 
0.56 0.56 
0.56 0.56 
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High 

2 
5.5 
8 
7.5 
5.5 
6.5 
7 
4.5 

Ventilated 
inclined 

roof 

3 

7.5 

V3 

0.10 
C.50 
0.56 



Figure ,~ View of a typical building structure in Portugal 

1 
winter a) zones: I 

1 
Zone Heating outdoor 

Degree-Days Design Temperature 1 
(Base 15°C) (OC) ! 

Il 400 " 1 
12 400-800 -, to , 
13 800 <-, 

b) Summer zones: 

Zone outdoor 
Design Temperature 

(OC) 

n '" n 31-34 
V, 'H 

Figure 2. Climatic zones in Portugal 
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Figure 3. Types of traditional buildings and their locations in Portu
gal (E. de Oliveira Fernandes et a1, 1986) 
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Figure 4. Solar utilization factor (Uyttenbroeck et al, 1986) 
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